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Lk.7:11-17           Resurrection at Nain 	6-23-2002  
Show the Lion King clip

That’s the introduction to my sermon.  But before I get to that clip, I want to ask you this:

If the naturalists are correct, and evolution is true, then we are nothing but protoplasm waiting to become manure, and life is just an accident suspended between two other accidents (the accident of life suspended between the accidents of birth and death).

If all that is true, why go on living?  

Given the amount of terrible suffering people around the world undergo, why are there not more suicides?  

(The suicide rate is actually very, very low.  Only about an ave. of one in 10,000 commit suicide - 1/100 of 1 percent.  And 1/3 of those are very elderly people who are close to having lived their natural life span without committing suicide.  
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Why not more?  Why do people choose to endure decades of pain?

The answer is simple: The world is afraid of death.  

You all know Shakespeare’s famous words: “To be or not to be, that is the question.”  That is part of a soliloquy about suicide.  He is debating whether or not to kill himself.

He says, “There is so much pain in life I would be better of to just not be, but the problem is, what if there is something on the other side of death?”

And he ends up saying, “Conscience makes me a coward.  I’m afraid to commit suicide, because I know I’ll inevitably face judgment on the other side.”  

Whether tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, or to take arms against a sea of troubles, and by opposing end them?  [Is it more noble to just sit there and suffer, or to fight back by just ending it all?] 
	"To die,-- to sleep,--No more:-- and, by a sleep, to say we end
	The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks
	That flesh is heir to,-- 'tis a consummation
	Devoutly to be wished. [I wish I could die so it would be like sleep and I would be spared the heartache of life]
To die,-- to sleep,--To sleep!-- perchance to dream;-- ay, there's the rub; For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,	When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, [What if it’s not just being unconscious – what if it’s like a dream?]
	
…Who would fardels (burdens) bear
	To grunt and sweat under a weary life;
	But that the dread of something after death,--  [Who would go on living in this life unless they were afraid of the next?]
	The undiscovered country from whose bourn (domain)
	No traveler returns,-- puzzles the will;
	And makes us rather bear those ills we have,
	Than fly to others that we know not of?  [I have a feeling the pain of this life isn’t as bad as what may be in the next]
	Thus conscience does make cowards of us all;  [I know I have done a lot of bad things, and my conscience tells me I’m not going to get off the hook that easy.]

Ro.1:32 confirms that. It says that unbelievers innately know God's righteous decree that those who do such things deserve death
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People are afraid of death.  Many won’t admit it, but if you watch how people react when they think they are about to be killed it becomes obvious.  If you don’t think you are afraid of death, check your pulse rate after a near miss on the highway.  

 Heb.2:14,15 …he too shared in their humanity so that by his death he might destroy him who holds the power of death--that is, the devil—15 and free those who all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of death.

The fear of death (and what it brings) holds everyone in its grip.  You can tell how atheistic a country is by the suicide rate.  

Countries with a lot of exposure to the Bible and belief in God have very low rates. Guatemala and the Philippines – 1 in every 200,000.  The US is double that.  Countries like Russia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia are all around 80 times that.
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Death terrifies us, and the only way we cope is by trying to ignore it.	 

We all pretend we are not going to die.  (We say, If something should happen to me, God forbid…)– no one says, “When.”  And yet it is the most certain reality there is! 

Recent statistics show that the death rate is one out of every one.
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We don’t think anyone we know will die either.  We say we do, but whenever it happens we are shocked.  “Why did this happen?”  It happens, because it happens to everyone.  

Today 250,000 people will die.  Thousands will be your age.  One might be you (or me).

We are helpless against the monster called The Grave.  It holds a reign of terror over us.

Everything that is not dead is in the process of dying.  This is a temporary, decaying world.  

We spend our whole lives fighting decay.  Our food rots, our flowers die, our cars wear out, our clothes wear out, our bodies wear out, everything needs constant maintenance.  

And eventually we all die.  It will continually tear your loved ones right out of your very arms until the day comes when it finally gets you. 

With all our technology we are nowhere near solving the problem of death, they is no more impossible feet.  The problems we wrestle with are what to do with the bodies.

Brazil – 39 story skyscraper cemetery (137,000 corpses).  Great Britain ran out of room and became the first country to have more cremations than burials.    
The man that the world probably thinks had it most together was Mahatma Ghandi.  He is the picture of peace and tranquility of soul.  15 yr. before his death he said, “I must tell you in all humility, that Hinduism as I know it entirely satisfies my soul.  It fills my whole being, and I find a solace in the Bagavad and upainshads that I miss even on the SOM.”
Just before death: “My days are numbered, I am not likely to live very long, perhaps a year or a little more. For the first time in 50 years I find myself in the slew of despond. (Must have been reading Pilgrim’s Progress)  All about me is darkness.  And I am desperately praying for light.”
Not even the epitome of human religion can hold together in the face of death.
There have been a lot of religions, but no human religion ever invented has ever been able to do anything about the problem of death.
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But against that black, hopeless background in stark contrast stands the Old Testament. 
Isa.65:20 "Never again will there be in it an infant who lives but a few days, or an old man who does not live out his years; he who dies at a hundred will be thought a mere youth 

It tells us of a Messianic kingdom that is coming in which death and aging will be held in check.

It speaks of resurrection 
Dan.12:2 Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth will awake: some to everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt.

Isa.25:8  he will swallow up death forever. The Sovereign LORD will wipe away the tears from all faces 
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The Messiah is going to come along and take care of the problem of death.  This becomes the biggest Messianic credential of all.

If we jump ahead a little bit to Luke 7:20-22, we see Jesus giving His credentials that prove He is the Messiah:
When the men came to Jesus, they said, "John the Baptist sent us to you to ask, 'Are you the one who was to come, or should we expect someone else?'"…22 So he replied to the messengers, "Go back and report to John what you have seen and heard: The blind receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy are cured, the deaf hear, the dead are raised…

Those are the Messianic credentials.  If you are going to be the Messiah, you have to be able to do those things.

One of the purposes of the miracles is to give us previews of what the Kingdom is going to be like.  
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And the Kingdom isn’t going to have those problems.  In the Kingdom the curse is going to be reversed.

So to qualify to be the Messiah you have to be able to reverse the curse.
·	He has to be able to eradicate sickness (His healing miracles prove He can do that).
·	He has to be able to provide for everyone’s needs (so you see Him multiplying loaves and fishes)
·	He has to have enough power to alter the creation and harness the forces of nature if He is ever going to cause the wolf and the lamb to lie down together, and His miracles over nature prove His ability to do that.
·	He has to be able to handle sin (His authority to forgive sins and His ability to give people a new heart showed His ability to do that).
·	And another thing He has to be able to do is take care of the “last enemy” which is death (1 Co.15:26).
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Up to this point in Jesus’ ministry He has shown His ability to do most of those things, except for the last one.  He needs to show that He is able to overcome death.

The want ad for Messiah reads “Must be able to reverse the problem of mortality and death in a dying, decaying, cursed world.”

We can do a little bit about sickness, and a little bit in the area of provision, but we are helpless in the face of death.

So before writing v.22, Luke wants to throw in an account of a resurrection, and this is the one he thinks of:
TT Lk.7:11
The Encounter
Soon afterward (after healing the Centurion’s servant), Jesus went to a town called Nain, 
About a day’s journey from Capernaum – a good 20-mile walk.  

It’s still there (show picture)

It’s a town built on the north side of the hill of Moreh (Little Hermon).  It is a steep, rugged barren hillside.  There are ruins of the wall (so there would have been a gate). 

The gate faced northward, so to exit the town you would walk downhill and out of the gate.

The tombs were on the east side (still in use to this day).

Luke tells us that it was Nain, because that’s important.
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TT 2 Ki.4

Right on the other (south) side of the hill (2 mi.) was Shunem – famous for being the place where Elisha raised a woman’s only son.  Must have been famous (If you drive by Abraham Lincoln’s birth place I’m sure you will see billboards.  They did the same kind of thing.)
11:20
So when Luke says “Jesus went to Nain and encountered a widow whose son had died” their minds would inevitably be drawn to the event of 2 Ki.4.

The woman tells Elisha about her dead boy.

II Ki 4:29-37  Elisha said to Gehazi, "Tuck your cloak into your belt, take my staff in your hand and run. If you meet anyone, do not greet him, and if anyone greets you, do not answer. Lay my staff on the boy's face."…31 Gehazi went on ahead and laid the staff on the boy's face, but there was no sound or response. So Gehazi went back to meet Elisha and told him, "The boy has not awakened."  It didn’t work.  

That is a shock, because the miracles of Elijah and Elisha always work.  You never see them failing at a miracle attempt.

32 When Elisha reached the house, there was the boy lying dead on his couch.  He realizes that even with the unprecedented miracle power he has, he can’t do this.

So he’s reduced to just what we have to do – all we can do is pray and ask God to do it.  That’s what he has to do.  This is beyond even his miraculous power.  
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33 He went in, shut the door on the two of them and prayed to the LORD. 34 Then he got on the bed and lay upon the boy, mouth to mouth, eyes to eyes, hands to hands. As he stretched himself out upon him, the boy's body grew warm.  

He passed on a little of his own body heat, but he is still dead – it’s just not working.  35 Elisha turned away and walked back and forth in the room (now he’s pacing – like he doesn’t know what to do) and then got on the bed and stretched out upon him once more. The boy sneezed seven times and opened his eyes. (That dramatic answer to prayer was to prove Elisha was from God)
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36 Elisha summoned Gehazi and said, "Call the Shunammite." And he did. When she came, he said, "Take your son."

That stands as one of the most spectacular miracles in the OT.  But even for the greatest miracle worker of all time, it seemed to only come through great effort and difficulty.  Other miracles they seem to be able to command at will.
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There is one other time in the OT when a man raises a child.  Jesus preached about it in His first sermon in Nazareth.  
I King 17:18-24  She said to Elijah, "What do you have against me, man of God? Did you come to remind me of my sin and kill my son?" 19 "Give me your son," Elijah replied. He took him from her arms, carried him to the upper room where he was staying, and laid him on his bed.  

Here he has the same problem as Elisha.  He can’t do it, has to pray.

 20 Then he cried out to the LORD, "O LORD my God, have you brought tragedy also upon this widow I am staying with, by causing her son to die?" 21 Then he stretched himself out on the boy three times  

He has even more trouble than Elisha.   But eventually God miraculously answers he prayer, and the boy is raised from the dead, and Elijah’s ministry is validated.

and cried to the LORD, "O LORD my God, let this boy's life return to him!" 22 The LORD heard Elijah's cry, and the boy's life returned to him, and he lived. 23 Elijah picked up the child and carried him down from the room into the house. He gave him to his mother and said, "Look, your son is alive!" 24 Then the woman said to Elijah, "Now I know that you are a man of God and that the word of the LORD from your mouth is the truth."

These are fantastic stories.  God didn’t do that through anyone else in the OT.  

However, keep in mind that neither Elisha nor Elijah had the ability to raise the dead at will.  The point isn’t that they had power over death, it is that God showed the world they were from Him by answering such a dramatic prayer. 

That’s the significance of Nain.  That’s what would have come to everyone’s minds when Nain is mentioned in connection with a widow who has lost her only son.

11 …Look!  and his disciples and a large crowd went along with him. 12 As he approached the town gate, LOOK a dead person was being carried out
15
Luke gets dramatic in his description: “Watch this.” This happened right near the gate (a meeting place – crowded).

There is Jesus, all His disciples, the crowd from SOM, and others joining at last miracle.

…And a large crowd from the town was with her.
Jesus and His group would have heard the wailing.  
In our funerals we get real quiet.  In theirs they got real loud.  The more wailing, the more they felt they were honoring the dead person.  They would do 3 things:
1.	Tear their clothes (39 rules about how to tear clothes)
2.	Flute playing
3.	Wail – shrieking women would get the names of everyone in the family who had died and say the names (Remember uncle Albert, remember Alice …) to generate as much sorrow as possible.    

The more wealth you had, the more wailing women you would hire.  “Even the poorest in Israel should not hire less than 2 flutes and one wailing woman.”  

 Cenica said there was so much waling and flute playing at the death of Emperor Claudias they said Claudias  probably heard it even though dead.  
Herod, when he was about to die, rounded up the most important and beloved men in Israel and had them killed when he died so there would be weeping.
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The woman is on her way out of the town (they didn’t bury people inside the walls – always outside).  She has a large crowd with her (the custom was for everyone to join a funeral procession)

So the woman and that whole, huge crowd are coming down the hill, out of the city.  

And Jesus and His whole crowd are coming up the hill into the city.  And the two crowds meet, and they stopped.
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I’m assuming this was not an 8-lane highway, they had very narrow roads – someone is going to have to get out of the way.

The normal thing that would have happened would be for Jesus to move off the road to the side, allow them to pass (like today), and then join in. 

So Jesus’ followers are fully expecting Him to veer off the road and let them by.  

But He doesn’t.  Both crowds stop.  

The leader of one crowd is Jesus, and the woman was at the front of the other crowd (in Judea it was different, but the custom in Galilee was for the woman to be at the head of the funeral procession).

So Jesus encountered her first.  

And now Jesus and the woman are standing face to face, each with a huge crowd behind, everyone is amazed…He’s holding up a funeral.

It was a blatant breach of not only custom but law to interrupt a funeral.

What will Jesus do?   
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12 …the only son of his mother, and she was a widow.  a tragic statement

Jesus would have immediately noticed she is alone.  There is no husband nor son walking with her.  A single mom, now having lost her only son.  

(That’s worse in those days – a culture where it is a humiliation for a woman to be childless). 

There was no government welfare, few jobs for women, and the family name would end.
She probably had destitution in her future now, and a very difficult life to look forward to. 
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And another thing to keep in mind is this: In our culture we usually have a funeral several days after the death.  

So the family members are there at the funeral and they are usually very sad, but they have at least been able to regain their composure somewhat because they have had a few days to recover.

But in that day because of the rapid decay of the body, they buried the dead the same day that they died.  

So it was probably just hours before that this woman lost her son, and she would have still be in the intense, initial pain and shock and overwhelming grief of realizing her son was gone.  

Just hours earlier her son was alive.

This isn’t the first time she has made this walk.  They had carried a man out for her once before – it was when her husband died – and now this.
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And a large crowd from the town was with her.

Interesting – the crowd was lit. “a sufficient crowd”  There was a good number.  

The people in the town sympathized – a good crowd showed for the funeral.  They appreciated her plight and offered her support and turned out in big numbers.

This crowd is an ironic contrast to her real condition.  Despite their presence, she was now alone in the world, without a provider and protector.  

She would wake up the next day by herself, brokenhearted – no other sounds in the house. 

It struck me that even though the crowd was there supporting her, she is still weeping bitterly.  

When somebody loses a loved one, there is so little we can do.  In my job I never feel more helpless than when I have to try to comfort someone in this situation.  

We can show up to the funeral, we can show sympathy, and say few words to try to console them a little bit, but that’s about it, and that doesn’t really alleviate any of the pain.
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If they lose their house in a fire or something, then we can help.  We can give them money, or help rebuild or something.

We just really don’t have much to offer each other when it comes to death.

The Empathy

13 When the Lord saw her, his heart went out to her 
That’s a great translation.  The word means He felt it in His stomach.  

There is no stronger term for compassion, and it is used often of Jesus.  One thing we know about Jesus’ personality is He was a very emotional person.  

The Stoics held that the primary characteristic of God was apathy – they don’t feel anything and can’t be hurt.  (If someone can make you feel bad or good, they have some control over you and are therefore, at that moment, greater than you.  No one is greater than God, so no one can influence Him.  Problem: God can allow someone to influence Him and maintain His supremacy).  

But we know that God isn’t like that.  He is touched with the feeling of our infirmities.
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It was obvious to Jesus that it was a sad occasion when He saw it was a funeral.  But when He caught sight of this woman – the grief on her face, it moved Him deep inside.   

It’s interesting that that got recorded in history, because the people standing there don’t know what Jesus’ stomach feels like – it must have been evident on His face, the pain He was feeling.

God’s heart goes out to widows (women who have lost their husbands).  
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If you think of a major theme in Scripture such as forgiveness, we know the Bible talks a lot about that.  But the forms of the word “widow” occur 7 times as often as the word “forgiveness.” 

The theme of widows is a bigger theme in Scripture than the theme of forgiveness.

The NT gives us tremendous freedom in our church life.  There are no specific guidelines for how to do Sunday school or VBS or Ladies’ night out…

There are no instructions for any specific programs except one.

Care for the widows is the only specific church program we are given.  (1 Ti.5)  It is the only specific church program we see in Acts (6).
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Ps 68:5  A father to the fatherless, a defender of widows, is God in his holy dwelling.

Part of the way the Bible describes God’s character is in His compassion for widows.

That’s why a person’s attitude toward widows becomes a test of true faith.

Isa.1:16-18 …Stop doing wrong, 17 learn to do right! Seek justice, encourage the oppressed. Defend the cause of the fatherless, plead the case of the widow. 18 "Come now, let us reason together," says the LORD. "Though your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow;
Anyone who has the heart of God will have compassion on widows.  
James 1:27  Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress

So Jesus was cut to the heart by the plight of this woman.
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We would expect that.  But what happens next nobody expected.  

13 and he said, "Don't cry." the word for audible wailing, not silent tears
“Stop wailing.”  

This was an occasion that called for weeping.  In fact, it required it. So much so they would hire professional mourners. 

And Jesus goes right up to the person who had most cause to weep, and tells her to stop.

It’s not that it’s inappropriate to grieve.  Jesus said that because of what was about to happen.

The Resurrection

So here these two crowds faced each other.  The entire scene is a perfect illustration of what Jesus came to do.  

Life and Death stood face to face.  What a perfect picture of Jesus’ mission to confront death, and swallow it up in victory (1 Co.15:54,55).

14 Then he went up and touched the coffin, and those carrying it stood still.
You better believe they stood still.  They froze in shock.

You just don’t touch a coffin in ancient Judaism.

That was the ultimate defilement.  This would make a person unclean for a full day (Nm.19:21,22), and it was the severest form of ritual uncleanness.  The #2 defilement was a leper, #1 was a dead body.
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Jesus doesn’t care, because just like the leper, with Jesus it flows the opposite direction.  (When we touch something unclean we get contaminated.  But when Jesus touches something unclean it gets cleansed).

Now Jesus speaks to the corpse.  That’s always His method in a resurrection – He speaks to the corpse and it obeys.  There is never an account of a dead person not obeying Christ.

He said, "Young man (a man in his 20s or 30s), I say to you, get up!" 15 The dead man sat up and began to talk, (!)

Did he hit his head?  No, it was a whicker stretcher.  They would wrap up the body in linen and put it on a stretcher. 

He touches it, they freeze, He speaks, corpse obeys (always). 
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I wonder what happened with that man’s spirit.  Another time Jesus raised a girl and it says “her spirit returned to her.” 

I don’t know if he was in paradise or torment during those hours he was dead, we really can’t speculate about where the consciousness of that man was while he was dead.  But one thing is clear – he seems to have heard Jesus’ voice (as we all will one day).
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He was lying there dead.  Suddenly he is alive hearing Jesus’ voice telling him to get up.  He opens his eyes and you know what he sees?  Nothing.  (He’s wrapped in linen)

Imagine what it was like for him.  He hears, sits up, and then maybe begins working on the wrappings.  Perhaps Jesus helped.

Gets it off – sees “I’m at a funeral – apparently my funeral!  Oh yeah – I guess I died earlier today…”  Wow – think of it!
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15 The dead man sat up and began to talk
I don’t know what he said.  Maybe something mundane, like “I’m hungry”  Maybe something gloriously exalted.
--------------
The most striking thing about this is the ease of it.  Jesus just speaks and says, “Get up” and it’s done. 

 I’ve had worse luck than that just trying to rouse someone from a nap.

What Elijah and Elisha did was amazing, but with that method it would take a long time to solve the world-wide problem of death.

But for Jesus, it is easier to call the dead to life than it is for me to wake one of my kids from a nap.

Maybe he wasn’t dead?  Maybe he just passed out, and they embalmed him, wrapped him all up, etc. and he was alive the whole time.  Suddenly, at the moment Jesus was there, he came to.  Unlikely?  No evidence?  Yes, but if you want to believe something bad enough, who needs evidence?   In fact, maybe ALL the people Jesus raised from the dead were in that category, including Himself!
That is called blind faith (another word for foolishness)
 V.15 Dr. Luke says he was dead.  
Jesus speaks to him as if he were asleep.  
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At the beginning of Lion King, a lion called Scar, with one bite devours a Dodo bird who happens to be the King’s assistant.  Just as he is about to swallow, from outside the cave comes the deep, angry, authoritative voice of James Earl Jones who does the voice for the Lion King, “Scar!  Drop him.”

At the beginning of the sermon I showed you a clip from Lion King in which the King commands a lion to spit out some prey, and he does it.

That movie is a fantasy.  Not even James Earl Jones has such authority to be able to command a ferocious African lion who is devouring its pray to give it up just with a command (perhaps before it fully captures it, but not after it’s in its mouth).
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  That scene in the movie is designed to show the King’s overwhelming authority and unchallengable strength.  

Luke is doing something very similar here, except this is a true story.

Jesus confronts the great monster Death, having already devoured its victim, now carrying it off in its mouth into eternity. 

And Jesus commands death itself to release this man, and it instantly obeys. 

The Author of Life met the procession of death and wouldn’t let it pass.  

Such authority!  And power!
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When D.L. Moody was a young preacher he once had to conduct a funeral with very little notice, and so he searched the Gospels for an example of one of Jesus’ funeral messages.  

But he couldn’t find one.   Jesus preached a lot, but He never preached funeral messages.  Every time we see Him at a funeral He breaks it up.

Jesus has the authority to command even death.  And someday, Scripture assures us, 
1 Thes.4:16-18
the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a loud command, with the voice of the archangel and with the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. 17 After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the Lord forever. 

That same voice this young man heard in death will someday be trumpeted throughout the heavens and earth to the very roots of the mountains and everyone who loves the Lord will hear it and be raised with a new, redeemed, glorified body that will never know decay or death.

15  and Jesus gave him back to his mother.
Just like Elijah and Elisha.  They both did that.  In fact the identical Greek phrase is used here.   

Why is this remark included?  Those were little children.  The prophets picked them up and handed them to their mothers.  But this is a grown man.  
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Jesus didn’t hand him to her – it means He presented him to her as a gift.   

This personalizes it.  Jesus didn’t just do a great miracle in front of the crowd with His back to the woman.  He looked her in the eye and He wants to present her with the most precious gift she ever received.

The Response

16 They were all filled with awe 
Who is they?  Both crowds.  

There are people on TV are claiming that hundreds are being raised from the dead, not one is verifiable.  It always seems to happen when no one was watching.  Not Jesus.
  
Awe
lit “great fear”  There is no reason to reduce this to mere respect.  This is real fear.  

And if you doubt it, ask what you would do.  How would you feel if this happened at a funeral.  Some guy you didn’t know walked in and did this?  

What do you think the men carrying the body did?  I bet they dropped him.  What would you do if the cadaver sat up and started talking to you?

He who snatches its prey from the monster Sheol exhibits a power that must make us tremble.
37
They recover from that,  
and praised God.
It was obvious to them where that kind of power came from.

"A great prophet has appeared among us," they said. 
Probably the highest title they could think of, yet still inadequate.  

"God has come to help his people." 17 This news about Jesus spread throughout Judea (J the B heard) and the surrounding country.

The buzz went everywhere.  All over the country and outside.  

Most people never create a buzz like that – especially in a time where there is no mass media. 

But this made such an impact it’s still circulating.  I just told it to you again.

Few people ever do anything that people still talk about hundreds of years later, and when they do it’s often just one thing.  But wherever Jesus went He did things that we are still buzzing about all over the world. 

Nobody has ever had the impact on this world that Jesus Christ had – you have to admit that even if you don’t believe He is God.
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This event only occurs in Luke.  No one else mentioned it.  Why? 

Luke is very carefully arraigning his book.  And he’s about to talk about Jesus’ credentials, so he wants to mention a resurrection, so he sifts through all his records and finds an account of a resurrection that really fits his particular theme well (he has already drawn the comparisons with Elijah and Elisha).

So he picks out a resurrection that fits that theme.

Mark and Matthew did the same thing, but they picked out a different resurrection account to put in there that fit their theme.
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John was doing the same thing, and he picked out still another resurrection.

They couldn’t describe them all.  If they did all the books in the world wouldn’t contain everything.    The fact that they each pick different ones that fit their theme means there were a lot to choose from.

Jesus was doing this all over the place.  The miracles of Jesus were profuse.
----------------
Go back to the morbid beginning to this sermon.

Death, the monster that is completely beyond our control that terrifies us and holds us helplessly in its grip, the power of death is shattered by Christ.
40
Listen again:
Heb.2:14,15 …he too shared in their humanity so that by his death he might destroy him who holds the power of death--that is, the devil-- 15 and free those who all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of death.

That is a summary of the Scripture reading this morning, where death and the devil were defeated and eternal resurrection life prevails.

CONCLUSION:

This event is an example of how the Lord will someday restore life and health and wholeness to His people.  But it’s interesting to me that the focus of the account is not on the young man, but on the woman.

There are a number of little clues along that line:

-	It’s the woman, not the son who stands at the very center of the account
-	In a culture where women are always seen in relationship to the men, notice in this account Luke breaks that convention and does just the opposite – describes him in relation to her (v.12 the only son of his mother)
-	And throughout the account it is she and on whom the camera is trained 
·	She was a widow
·	The crowd was with her
·	Jesus saw her
·	He had compassion on her
·	He spoke to her
·	He presented the young man to her

You get the impression the is a story of the woman’s life being restored, and the resurrection of her son is just a necessary detail to bring that about.  

It’s not so much a story of restoring the young man’s life as much as it is restoring the woman’s shattered life.

All deaths are hard, but none harder than that of a child.  Death is such a cruel thief when it strikes down the young – like a period before the end of a sentence. 

Burying a child has to be one of the greatest agonies of life.  It’s the death of a future, and parents who do that say it’s like burying part of themselves.
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And yet Jesus tells her not to cry.

I want to leave you with this thought this morning:
Go back to what Jesus said to this woman at the height of her agony: “Don’t cry.”

Why did He say that?  He could have raised her son first, and she would have stopped.  

Isn’t it interesting that He tells her to stop crying even thought He hadn’t done any miracle, and hasn’t made any explicit promises.  

But He expects her to stop crying.  You see when Jesus tells you to stop crying, there is a promise implicit in the command.
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You can take it as a promise that He will give you a cause to stop crying (earthly fathers sometimes say, “Stop crying or I’ll give you something to cry about.”  Our Heavenly Father says, “You can stop crying, because I’m going to give you something not to cry about.”)

Someone once said that in the scope of redemptive history, we are sort of living on Saturday.  

If you think of Good Friday as the day of crucifixion and Easter Sunday as the day of resurrection and victory – Saturday doesn’t have a name.  It’s just the in-between time.

And that’s where we are living right now.  The Church age is like Saturday.  

The promise has been given on Friday, when Jesus came and conquered death.  

But the fullness of that promise hasn’t yet been received – that comes on Sunday, when Christ returns.

Right now it’s Saturday – we are just waiting.
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This little comment Jesus makes in telling her to stop crying illustrates the same thing.  

You and I are living in the white space between vv.13 & 14.

Jesus has said to us, “Don’t cry” but our pain still exists.  He has already said to us numerous times, “Rejoice!” but the real stuff of rejoicing is still future.

We have been given a massive volume of unbelievable treasure of promises, but we haven’t received them yet.  

And so we weep, and groan.

But this account is a reminder that when Jesus says to you “Don’t cry” you know you don’t have to despair anymore. 

Because when the Lord of mercy says to you “Don’t cry” (or even beyond that “Rejoice!”) you know that just as sure as v.14 follows v.13, Sunday follows Saturday - the joy will come.

But we are still in Ro.8:23 as we groan inwardly as we wait eagerly.
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Maybe disaster has stricken your life.  Maybe a loved one has died, or a relationship has died, or some other great sorrow. 

Maybe you have been hurt so bad by someone you feel you could never trust anyone ever again.

Maybe depression has you in such a grip that it seems impossible to think a single positive thought.

Don’t cry.

I don’t mean to say it’s inappropriate to weep.  I mean that in the sense of promise like Jesus meant it with this woman.  

Don’t cry.  You don’t have to despair.  Verse 14 is coming.
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BENEDICTION 
Ro.8:11-14  And if the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead is living in you, he who raised Christ from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through his Spirit, who lives in you. 12  Therefore, brothers, we have an obligation…if by the Spirit you put to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live, because those who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God.
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